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moorhead state

'register
it is easy'
(Editor's Note: ADVOCATE reporter Phil Blanding registered to
vote for the first time in Moorhead, Monday. His experience and
the complete and cordial cooperation of city officials is a further
extension of responsible student-community relations. The
ADVOCATE urges active student participation in this first trial of
under-21 student eligible voting in Moorhead.)
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By PHIL BLANDING
Voter registration in the City of Moorhead is a very simple
procedure open to anyone who meets the minimum age and
residency requirements. The above best summarizes this
reporter's experience in registering to vote at the city clerk's
office.
Since the enactment of the 18-year-old vote, there has been much
controversy surrounding the eligability of college students to vote
in their college community. City officials in some college
communities have resisted extending this privilage, believing
students should vote in the community where their parents live.
After registering to vote in Moorhead, this city's position on the
college vote was made quite clear to me. I was asked my name,
address, my former address, how long I had lived in Moorhead, and
my age. My status as a college student was never questioned.

students-faculty
face off
in political contests
Moorhead State and
Concordia College faculty and
students are getting their
thumbs in the political pie. A
potential 7,500 voters from the
two campuses will be able to
make their preferences known
in the upcoming Nov. 2 election.
Claiming someone has to lead
the student population, Dave
Hepper, a Moorhead State
College junior, filed Monday for
the First Ward aldermans post
to be filled in the Moorhead
city election.

The 24-year-old political
science and social work major
said he is campaigning for the
position because the
communities of MSC and
Concordia are not working with
the City of Moorhead to achieve
necessary college ends.
The student admits he will
probably be weak in pulling
votes from outside the college
community because he does not
represent the business interests
of Moorhead.
But he hopes being a veteran

press must
fight censorship
BY RICK RIVIERE
The American government
has lied and repressed facts
from its citizens for the past 20
years, and "Our democracy is
in jeopardy because of it,"
according to author-journalist,
Dr. Curtis MacDougall.

Addressing an MSC
convocation Monday, the
recently retired professor
charged the American press
has been under attack for the
past 20 years "By a government
that wants to keep the truth
from the people to protect
itself."

John Shonyo and Keith Paulson
submit their letters of resignation to
the Student Senate. The reasons for
their decisions can be found on page
5.

SPORTS FEATURE
ADVOCATE Sports Editor Jim
Bart features an in-depth interview
with newly elected athletic director
Dr. T. Edison Smith on page 10.

ENTERTAINMENT
John Shonyo, ADVOCATE
entertainment columnist, begins a
weekly tour of F-M cultural
activities with an explanation of his
problems on page 5.

EDITORIAL PAGE
ADVOCATE Editor Ralph
Hallquist questions the
administration's dealings with
students in the question of 24-hour
dorm visitation.
John Rowell, student senate
president, explains the bureaucratic
red tape cut to fly the Ecology Flag.

NEW SENATORS
Three students were appointed by
the Senate and promise to fill
positions left vacant by resignations.
Reactions are made by the senators
on page 7.

Active in his fraternity,
Sigma Tau Gamma, Hepper
says he will not seek organized
greek support.
There is a general anti-Greek
feeling at MSC, he reasons, and
he does not want a backlash
vote against him because of it.
Hepper has lived for three
years at 617 11th St. S.,
Moorhead. He is orginally from
Alexandria, Minn.
Dr. William Eagen, 27, an
assistant professor of history at
MSC, is running for first ward
alderman. Eagen is said to have
good student support from
Concordia students and a lot of
potential support from MSC
students.
The First Ward is bounded by
11th Street South, on the eaast,
9th Avenue South, on the South,
the Red River on the west and
15th Avenue North, on the north.

Another student, Rodney
Halvorson, announced his
candidacy last month. A
Student Senator and MSC
graduate now on the Tri-College
graduate program, Halvorson
is in favor of inter-city buses
and will want to investigate the
student housing situation.

"It is not important to separate college students from other
residents" stated City Clerk Everett Lecy. College students must
sign a form which releases any former registration and must
supply their home or former address where this release can be
sent. This, however, applies to any resident who is voting in
Moorhead for the first time.
Of special interest to MSC students in the Nov. 2 election is the
fourth ward, since this is the ward in which all the dormitories are
located, as well as much off-campus housing. It is also the ward
from which MSC student Rodney Halvorson is running for
alderman.

notes from inside

and a member of the American
Legion will grab voters a
college student would not
normally expect to receive.

There were 2,766 registered
voters in the First Ward as of
Aug. 4, 1971. No estimates are
available as to registration
figures since then.

Like many college students, I have lived in my home town during
the summer months while attending college. Although I was not
asked this information, I offered it, and was told the only
requirement is that I have lived in Moorhead for 30 days prior to the
election.

SENATE RESIGNATIONS

Moorhead, Minn.

"The press had been charged
with conservatism and with
being one-sided and Republican
until Agnew appeared calling it
radical, liberal, and unAmerican, and then those same
people who had attacked the
press for being conservative
screamed in agreement with
Agnew," he explained.

Running for mayor are Dr.
Theodore Heimarck, a
professor of economics at
Concordia College, and Dwaine
Hoberg, physical education
instructor at MSC.
Heimarck, 38, says his
central issue is leadership for
Moorhead. He would also like to
see a facility where college
students could meet and talk.

The government has been
classifying and controlling
Filing closed Oct. 4.
government news since 1951,
MacDougall stated, "And
Those wishing to submit a
warehouses began to fill up with
documents like the Pentagon LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Papers, and they are still being should turn it in to ADVOCATE
offices on the first floor of Flora
filled," he added.
Frick Hall or mail it to Box 269,
As a result there hasn't been Owens Hall, Moorhead State
an important decision by the College, Moorhead, Minn. 56560.
government in the last 20 years The ADVOCATE reserves the
where the people have known right to edit such letters to
the facts," he said.
preserve brevity and eliminate
"The government has lied, profane or libelous language.
and you and I are the damn However, content of such letters
suckers who don't know the will not be altered to distort the
writer's viewpoint.
(continued on page 2)
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MacDougall
(continued from page 1)

facts yet comprise this
democracy everyone talks
about," he added. "We've got
censorship. What else are you
going to call it?"
The American press is used
by the government and the
public as a scapegoat

MacDougall contends, "And
they will attack it for
anything."
The press is guilty of sins, he
conceded, but not as guilty as
those who have sinned against
the press.
The press has been decieved
in many cases, MacDougall
stated, and he cited the U-2
Incident, The Bay of Pigs, The
Dominican Republic, and
Vietnam as instances where
this has occurred.
"Vietnam has been a
continuous struggle between the
press and the brass," he stated,
"This has been to cover up our
imperialistic foreign policy

KEN'S BROOKDALE LIQUORS
LARGESTWINE SELECTION INAREA
Chilled Wine

Cold Kegs

233-2222

We Specialize in Custom Paint
and Fiberglass Bodies

AUTO BODY
FREE ESTIMATES

1522 MAIN-FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58102

Dial 232-2703

OF MOORHEAD

there."
Kent State, Jackson State,
Chicago of '68, Black Panther
raids, Attica, and the killing of
Soledad brother George
Jackson were all acts of
violence committed by facism,
Dr. MacDougall stated, and
have purposely been twisted in
fact when presented to the press
to protect the establishment
that did it.
America is going through a
transitionary period, he said,
"And there is no force or
institutuion that can be a
greater contributor to the
salvation of democracy than the
press is. Now is the time to size
up the opportunity we have to go
back and reverse what has
happened to the press since the
days of Truman," MacDougall
said.
Dr. MacDougall, often
described as "the dean of
American
journalism
educators,", recently retired
after 29 years as professor of
journalism at Medill School of
Journalism at Northwestern
University. He is the author of
over 20 journalism textbooks.
In seminars with MSC Mass
Communications
majors
Sunday evening and Monday,
Dr. MacDougall spoke about
newsroom problems and
policies, a reporters
responsibilities to his readers,
and the need for increased
emphasis on interpretive and
investigative reporting.
His professional newspaper
experience began at his
hometown newspaper, the Fond
du Lac, Wis., Reporter, in 1918.
He later worked on newspapers
at Two Rivers, Wis., St. Louis
and Evanston, 111., and for the
Chicago Bureau of United Press
Association.
He is past president of the
American Association of
Teachers of Journalism and
received three Sigma Delta Chi
awards in 1946, 1953, and 1968.

We Feature For Your Entertainment
In Our Lounge
TUES., WE D., THURS. 5-7 HAPPY HOUR"

ON TARGET LVERV

Wayne Luchan "does his thing"
for the next three weeks 9 -1 a.m.
dance to the Little Joe Trio
INTERSTATE 94 & HWY. 75

— OPEN MONDAY & FRIDAY NIGHTS—

MOORHEAD
STATE BANK
H o l i d a y Mall S h o p p i n g C e n t e r

Where All The Dragons
Shop!

233-6141

BUMPER STICKER — Your
words printed on a 3x12" red or
green sticker for $1.00, copies .25.
The Snide Co., Route 1, Box 93,
Blaine, Wash. 98230.
0-14
EXPERIENCED TYPING —
reasonable rates - DIAL 233-5410
evenings or weekends.
LOST-REWARD OFFERED —
High school class ring, girls, initials
B.M., call 236-3378.
WANTED: POOL SUPERVISOR,
Nemzek and Flora Frick Pools.
Must have W.S.I, and pool or
leadership experience.
Start Immediately. App-$250-qtr.
LOTS O F
EVENING
AND
WEEKEND WORK. Approx. 10 hrs.week. See Miss Moore, Nemzek
Hall, in person.
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(continued from page 1)

According to figures supplied
by Lecy, voter turnout in the
fourth ward for the last four city
elections were: 1969,1,089; 1967,
218; 1965, 834, and 1963, 1,690.
According to the MSC housing
office there are 1,772 students
living in the dormitories this
quarter. This figure, added to
the many off campus residents
in the fourth ward, indicates the
potential effect of the college
vote on the alderman's race in
the fourth ward.
In addition to the fourth ward
which finds Halvorson in a three
way race, there is also a three
way race in the first ward and a
three man race for mayor. No
race has developed in either the

second or third ward.
The candidates for mayor
are: Dwaine Hoberg, assistant
professor of health, physical
education and recreation a
MSC; R.S. Gilderhus, bulk
distributor for Standard Oil;
and Dr. Theodore Heimarck,
Professor of economics at
Concordia College.
Halvorson's opponents in the
race for fourth ward alderman
are: Richard Perry, president
of the Moorhead Area Chamber
of Commerce, and Clement
Rusch, retired Labor Union
Organizer.
The revised schedule for the
shuttle service proving rides to
the city clerk's office for
students is seven to nine p.m. on
Thursday, Oct. 7, Friday, Oct. 8,
and Tuesday, Oct. 12. The bus
will load at the campus school.

six speech-theatre
majors fill posts
After a long struggle,
Timothy X (Crawford),
Chicago, 111. junior, was elected
to fill one of the representative
at-large vacancies at Monday's
Student Senate meeting. It took
several ballots at the Sept. 24
meeting and two at this one,
before he was finally elected.
Crawford, a speech major,
now brings the total number of
speech majors in the Senate up
to six. This includes Senators
Robert Littlefield, Fargo
sophomore; Steve Johnson,
Hopkins senior; Greg Scherer,

students need
weekend
activities
In an effort to increase
weekend programming, action
was taken with a motion by
Senator Dave Strauss, Valley
City, N.D. senior, at Monday's
Student Senate meeting.
Strauss stated the present
situation of scheduling social
functions by fraternitites,
sororities, the Student Union
Programming Board (SUPB),
and other campus clubs and
organizations on week nights
terminates in a lack of events on
the weekend for students.
In addition, Strauss stated
this scheduling of school night
programming "creates an
adverse situation for those
students who have preparations
for classes."
Therefore, it is hoped that all
campus organizations and
senate funded organizations
will aid in remedying this
unfortunate situation.

EPKO FILM SERVICE, INC.
631 NP AVE., FARGO

Everything For The Photo Fan

Edina junior; and Senatorselect Darby Arntson, Moorhead
senior; and Renee Wald, Thief
River Falls senior.
Of these, Senator Darby
Arntson, made a motion that
only majors or minors in a
given department could vote for
the candidate to be nominated
for a Senate post.
Also, to study this proposal,
an ad hoc committee was
appointed with Senators Darby
Arntson, Littlefield, Tom
Ehrenberg, St. Louis Park,
senior; Tom Schroeder, St.
Louis Park, senior; and a
student, Jean Stewart, Lake
Benton sophomore as members.
A final note: the Student
Senate primary election will be
held on Wednesday, Nov. 3
instead of Tuesday, Nov. 2 due
to the Moorhead municipal
elections.

senate
vacancies
Four positions on the Student
Senate left vacant by the
resignations of senators are to
be filled by the Senate
beginning at the meeting
Monday at 4:00 in the Senate
chambers.
All students are eligible for the two at-large positions to be
filled. Those whose majors are
from the Natural Sciences and
Physical Education areas of
study are eligible for the .
vacated Natural Science and
Phy Ed seats, respectively.
Interested persons should
contact any student senator, ~
come to the Senate meeting on
Monday, or sign up in the
Senate office. Further
information is available at the
Senate office.

Cameras — Films — Finishing — Supplies

correction

and more!
ALL SIZES $29.95
Complete Beds
From $99.00
(Mattress, liner, frame and
heater) Madeof 20 mil. vinyl a
5 year wrilten guarantee
accessories include: U.L.
Approved hjaters, safety
liners, bedding frames.

6UNTMAR
F.ipqo - Moonheads
onUj Water bed store

305 flbberte St. Fargo
PHONE 232-3033

Beautiful h a n d embroidered
Sheepskin Coats
From P e r s i a
Candles, incense
India print b e d s p r e a d s .

The ADVOCATE gave an
erroneous impression in a story
in its Sept. 23 issue by inferring.
the Moorhead Association of
Education Office Personnel is a
union organized primarily to
bargain for improved salaries,
fringe benefits and working
conditions.
Mrs. LeVoyne Littlefield,
secretary in the Moorhead
Public Schools and president of
the organization, said the local
association has two major
goals, fellowship and the
dissemination of information of
particular interest and
importance to women working
in educational offices.
The ADVOCATE regrets this
error.

Oct. 7, 1971
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what do you know about your rights?
By TOM SCHROEDER

something that very rarely
happens). Although students
are directly affected by its
Student's human rights, results, in most instances they
frankly speaking, have been have no entry into the decision
abused here at Moorhead State making process.
College, and to some degree,
In the English Department,
without the students being for example, the following
cognizant of the fact.
sequence has been repeatedly
observed: The departmental
tenure committee is made up of
tenured faculty, with no studen
input whatsoever. Once this
committe has made its
decisions regarding the
awarding of tenure status to
departmental professors,
students must individually go in
to see Dr. Charles Simmons, the
Dean of the English
Department, to argue for a
In the article entitled "A teacher they feel is worth
Guide for Improving teacher keeping.
Education in Human Relations"
Petitions are frowned upon
by the Phi Delta Kappa Teacher because they "alienate" the
Education Project on Human faculty and administration.
Relations, the authors dwell to Simmons
can reverse the
considerable extend on the tenure committee, but if he
students' rights to: Freedom of
doesn't, these individual
speech, dissent, due process of students must continue their
law, privacy, equal opportunity,
and to be different, among uphill struggle against the
others.
Faculty Advisory Council.
An example of a specific
The Council is elected by the
infringement in one of these general faculty in a collegeareas is the faculty tenure wide poll, and reviews the
procedure (tenure means a d e c i s i o n s o f t h e v a r i o u s
teacher can't be fired without department tenure committees
good cause and a full hearing — and deans.

MSC weekly calendar
MONDAY

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY —
Intramural Tennis Tournament Nemzek Courts
Thursday
9-4 p.m. — Action Corps.
Comstock Union & Owens Lobby
5 p.m. — Inter-Fraternity Council
Meeting - Faculty Dining Rm„ union
7 p.m. — Meeting of Baha'i M 224
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational
Swimming (Free) — Flora Frick
Pool
8 p.m. — Sociology-Anthropology
Club mtg.
Owens Lounge
8 p.m. — Social Service Club
Meeting - 717 16th St., so., Committee
Progress Reports, $1.50 dues
collection, Freshmen Welcomed.
SATURDAY
All Day — Women's Phy. Ed.
Officiatina Clinic; Nemzek Rm„ 161.
SUNDAY
2 p.m. — UCM: Peoples Sunday
Worship - UCM Center
4 p.m. — Fargo-Mhd. Symphony
Orchestra, 40th Annual Concert
Festival Hall, NDSU

DR. HARLAN GEIGER

OPTOMETRIST
CONTACT LENSES
S15 1st Ave. N.

Ph. 2)5-1292

9-4 p.m. — Midquarter student
Teachers Meeting - Ballroom, Union
10 a.m. — "Introduction to
Political Science" class; speaker
Clay County Court Judge Homer
Saetre; open to everyone M 253.
10-2 p.m. — Tickets for The King
and I, MSC Box Office
3 p.m. — Vocational High School
Counseling - Weld Auditorium.
4 p.m. —Student Senate Meeting Senate Conf. Rm„ Union.
6-8 p.m. — Try Outs for Reader's
Theatre Production of U.S.A. by
John Dos Passos & Shyre - CA40
8:15 p.m. — NDSU Fine Arts
Series: The Vienna Chamber
Orchestra Festival Hall, NDSU.

A second illustration of a
violation of a human right is the
Financial Aids Office. Once this
office decides if and how much
help a student is to receive, the
student up until now has had no
channel in which to appearl
their decision, making this an
encroachment of the student's
due process of law.
Hopefully this will be rectified
this year as there are plans
afoot to institute a formal plan
of appearl in conjunction with
the Financial Aids studentA b s o l u t e l y n o p r e v i o u s at Bismarck Junior College in faculty committee.
experience is required for a Bismarck, N.D., and Nov. 5-6
student to participate in the the forensic students will
DID YOU
Moorhead State College compete in a similar
SEE
Forensics program says Mrs. tournament at the University of
Davis (Hazel) Scott, Forensics South Dakota in Vermillion,
THAT
S.D. Also scheduled for Nov. 5-6
program director.
AGAR
The program includes debate, i s a n o r a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n
Ad
on Page 3
tournament
at
Bemidji
State
extemporaneous and
p e r s u a s i v e s p e a k i n g , o r a l College in Bemidji, Minn.
interpretation, and reader's
theater.
The fall quarter tournament
schedule begins Oct. 14-16 with
the debate team traveling to
Billings, Mont. Oct. 29-30 an "all
events" tournament will be held
The final appeal may be made
to President Dille and Dean
Robert Hanson, who go over the
reports, but who also give the
most weight to the faculty
system of command.

This excample runs contrary
to the human right of
responsible dissent, especially
in the supposed liberal
atompshere of an institution of
higher learning.

Forensics program
schedules tourney

Duane's
House Of Pizza

Contact Lenses

DELIVERY
310 Center Avenue

702 Center Ave., Moorhead
233-1624

233-6181

Drs. Carlson & Larson
OPTOMETRISTS

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
CLASS OF

1971, 1972,
1973, 1974
or 1975

TUESDAY
4-6 p.m. — Try Outs for readers
theatre - 2nd stage.
7-9 p.m. — Student recreational
swimming (free) - Flora Frick Pool.
7 p.m. — Campus Crusade for
Christ - Faculty Dining Rm„ Union
7:30 p.m.— IVCF: Richard Hess,
Pauline Theology - Rm„ M110
WEDNESDAY
3 p.m. — Vocational High School
Counseling - Biology Hall, R., 110
4 p.m. — Faculty Senate - Owens A
7 p.m. — IVCF: Spiritualized
Seminar - Owens Lounge
7:30 p.m. -+- AAUP Meeting - St.
Senate Rm„ - Union
8 p.m. — SUPB; The CAGE (Free
to MSC students w-ID cards) Union
Ballroom.

PLEASE NOTE:
We are taking orders for the Moorhead State
College Class Ring.
We also have a miniature of this ring available
for the Co-Eds.

Ml. Jlauk
YOUR PROFESSIONAL CLOTHIER
622 CENTER AVE.
MOORHEAD

4 Week delivery date. No extra charge for back
dates.
Come in and see our samples today.

233-2065

Choose from a wide
variety of Van Heusen
body shirts, puffsleeve shirts, flare
and double knit
slacks, ties and sport
coats.

^VVlartinson s
jewelers & ofilversmilhs

FOURTH STREET AT CENTER AVENUE

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS TIL 9
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dorm resident ruling
seems like game

By John Rowell
Student Senate President

While the 24-hour visitation question seems to be raised each year
by dormitory residents, the answer handed down from
administration officials is invariably the same.
The request and denial process begins to look like a game,
though, when dormitory residents are told they have a good chance
of obtaining unlimited open house if they can show evidence of
unanimous sentiment, ability to police themselves, and present
sound reasons for the granting of such a priviledge.
After several weeks of negotiations and petitioning designed to
demonstrate this responsibility, however, the ultimate refusal is
made on grounds set forth before discussion even began. The most
popular and obvious reason set forth each year is the ambiguous
cloak of "public sentiment" which can be used to justify a great
many restrictions.
It was noted on one dormitory petition last year that 24-hour
visitation could not be granted because signatures of a few
residents were missing. However, limited hours were granted
without submitting a new petition. Was it to be assumed that those
who abstained from signing the first petition would have been
automatically satisfied by the restricted hours, merely because
they were less?

W

After such extensive but fruitless effort on the part of campus
residents, does it not seem that the final verdict might have been
pre-determined? Furthermore, who is fooled into believing that 24hour visitation is not practiced by anyone conveniently served?
It would seem that such an inconsistency creates a difficult
situation for those enforcing residence hall rules when a
restriction is imposed but so blatantly violated. How much respect
is then generated for other rules when restrictions are imposed
contrary to student's will and violated at leisure?
It is to be hoped that administrators do not view residence hall
government as merely a "practice" democracy where important
decisions are made for students instead of by them.

the advocate
The Moorhead State College ADVOCATE is published weekly by
Moorhead State College, Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year,
except during quarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions
expressed herein are not necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body. Editorial offices are located
at the south end of the Flora Frick Hall main floor. Phone number is
(218) 236-2109. The ADVOCATE is printed by Lakes Publishing
Company, Detroit Lakes, Minn.
Ralph Hallquist, Editor
Bruce Ellingson, Associate Editor
Jeff Carter, Chief Photographer
Richard Clerke, Feature Editor
Jim Bart, Sports Editor
Webb White, Advertising & Business Mngr.
Kathy Kraft, Production
Tom Lundquist, Publisher
Mark Newman and
Steve Bond, Ad Salesmen
Reporters this issue:
Donna Bart, Mary Bialke, Phil Blanding, Dennis Hamilton, Coni
Hanson, Barbara LaValleur, Alice Pepin, Craig Peterson, Mark
Prebula, Rick Riviere, Tom Schroeder.
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Once again the Ecology flag is flying on this campus — directly
below the Stars and Stripes on the flagpole at the west end of the
mall. That 3-by-5-foot green and white piece of cloth has followed
such tortuous and obstacle-ridden path to the top of the flagpole
that it deserves some small recognition of its resilience over the
months. Hence this short history of the travels and travaild of the
Student Senate's Ecology flag.
It was in March that local patriots orphaned the flag. Jim
O'Rourke, proprietor of the Rourke Art Gallery in Moorhead, had
been flying the Ecology flag from time to time on a staff outside the
gallery.
According to Police Chief James Dickinson, there were
numerous phone calls complaining about the flag, apparently from
people who had decided that flying ti amounted to something on the
order of desecration. After two threatening phone calls, O'Rourke
decided to take the flag down. That left the flag without a staff in
the world to fly from.
Senator Keith Paulson, fraught with pity for the waif, moved at
the March 31 Senate meeting "that the Student Senate expend the
amount of $10.30 to purchase an ecology flag." The flag was
bought; at the commencement of Earth Week, on April 19. He was
rasied on the campus flagpole as Mark Vinz of the English
department read poetry.
Ometime thereafter, it ceased to appear in its designated place.
At the first Senate meeting of this quarter Senator Paulson asked
the whereabouts of the Senate's adopted foundling, prompting an
inquiry that found the flag in the dominions of the Dean of
Administrative Affairs, Earl Herring.
I was told that the key to the dungeon in which the friendless child
was incarcerated was a memo from me to Herring, formally
requesting that the flag be flown. Said key was forwarded to
Herring in the campus mail two weeks ago. When last Friday I was
informed that the flag had still to see the light of day, I called
Herring.
Herring told me that he was referring the matter to the Plant and
Development Committee, and that it would be placed on the agenda
for the first meeting in October. This, he said, was to avoid
unnecessary "guff" from the community, since the decision wouldbe made by the proper committee. If all of this seems like
unnecessary red tape and bureaucractic channeling for such a
simple matter as flying a green and white flag, you can be assured
that college administration is not your calling.
The story, however, does have a happy ending. I next called
President Dille, and he indicated that the flag could be flown until
the Plant and Development Committee would meet sometime in
October. The President then authorized Herring to put the flag up
on Monday morning. Within minutes, Herring called the President
back.
"Should it be put up just Monday morning, or every day.
beginning on Monday?"
"Every day beginning on Monday."
And so the Ecology flag — green symbolizing the earth, and white
the clean air of our dreams — once again waved above this campus?
"beginning on Monday."

Oct. 7, 1971 —Moorhead State Advocate—Moorhead, Minn. 56560
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senators submit resignation letters
Blasted by Student Senator
Keith Paulson's resignation and
further reduced in number by
Student Senator John Shonyo's
resignation, the Moorhead State
College Student Senate began
questioning itself Monday.
After Paulson's resignation
was read there was a short
discussion as to whether
Paulson's accusation of
personality clashes had any
truth or if indeed the Senate was
badly mishandling its potential.
It was decided the Senate
should not air its dirt in public
and a closed session to be held
later was suggested.
A total of seven vacancies, six
by resignation, have left the
Senate looking for competent
students to stop what seems to
be a snowballing disgust in
present Senate operation.
Three new students have been
appointed to the Senate but four
more positions remain open.
Letters of resignation written
by at-large senators Paulson
and Shonyo are reprinted on the
opinion page.

John Shonyo
Dear President Rowell and
Student Senate;
It is with deep regret that I
resign from the Student Senate.
There are many factors
involved, the foremost being my
almost total neglect to my
department. Just recently I

have been given a position on
the ADVOCATE staff that will
require a great deal of my time time that I do not have while I
am on the Senate. This position
will give me a chance to serve
MSC's students and at the same
time enable me to work with my
department.
I wish the Senate the best of
luck in the future. — Sincerely,
John Shonyo.

Keith Paulson
To The Students:
"Remember the good old
days when we had a 'great'
senate?" I am amazed at the
frequency of this statement and
its implications. People voicing
and agreeing with this idea
concede that the Senate is
falling far short of its potential.
This should not be, but is, the
case. In terms of qualifications,
the Senate is probably the best
ever. But, the fact remains that
this Senate cannot function as a
whole.
This statement is based on my
personal observations of
senators as individuals and the
senate as a whole. Any political
diversity we may have
possessed is gone. All that
remains is a never ending series
of personality clashes. We
consider ourselves idealists, yet
we persist in making "back

Saturnalia
By JOHN SHONYO
Now that the ADVOCATE staff has grown and more organized
we are working on a complete entertainement section, including
news, reviews, features, and a claender of events.
This column will deal with tidbits of entertainment information
around our campus and in the community.
We hope this column, as well as the section, will reflect the whole
campus, but to do this we'll need to hear from readers what is
happening around campus. If anyone has anything to offer in way
of ideas, suggestions or would like to write, pleease contact the
ADVOCATE office.
H—h H—h +
To write a column such as this, one needs some experience in the
entertainment field. After almost two years on the Student Union
Program Board I think I qualify. With this experience I will try to
spot trends in social and cultural activities, review special events,
and give opinions on campus entertainment. On occasion a guest
columnist will give an opinion on what is happening in the
entertainment field.
H—I—I—I—b
I can hardly let my first piece of copy go to press without one
minor observation. It comes as a warning to campus organizations
who plan to book dances, concerts, keg parties etc. Make sure you
check with Scheduling Services (236-2171) before booking an act.
This will prevent stacking of several activities within a short period
of time. Hopefully, the organizations who plan most of the activities
can get together occasionally to work out a calender. In this way
everybody wins — especially the students.
-1—i—i—i—iComing Up
. .The Cage a play about prisons with ex-convicts as the actors October 13, 8:00 p.m., MSC's Student Union Ballroom, admission
free.
F-M Symphony concert - Oct. 10, 4:00 p.m., Festival Hall, NDSU.
..Jimmy Webb concert - Oct. 11, 9:00 p.m., old fieldhouse, $2.00
admission, NDSU.
..LCT play, George M, Askanase Hall, Oct. 7, 8, 9, 8:15 p.m.,
NDSU.
. .Concordia Theater, Blithe Spirit - Oct. 7, 8, 9, 8:00 p.m., H-SS
Auditorium, Concorida.
_..Red River Art Center, Dale Amundson, Tim Ray, MSC faculty,
and Jeff Carter, MSC student, Oct. 10 to 24. Opening: Sunday, Oct.
10, 2 to 5.

GONDOLA
PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY

FREE COKE
1 Qt. Coke Free With
Each Large Pizza
236-5130

room deals" and playing the
lowest form of politics - the
same politics we so loudly
denounce the administrration both campus and national - for.
Our politics are not honest
because they are not based on
clear and objective thinking.
They are based on the
environment surrounding us. If
a motion is made by a senator
we dislike personally, we
attempt to defeat it - not
because of its content, but
because of the personality of the
senator making the motion.
Our platforms were not based
on our ability to get along well
with senators. They were,
rather, based on our objectives
and promises to the student
body. We all said, in one way or
another, that we wanted to
serve the student body. But
once elected, we convenientlyy
forgot our "dedication". We
have become selfish,
inconsiderate ego-trippers and
we are often grossly in error in
our handling and deployment of
issues.

represented at all? Our
executive officers, and the
senate body as a whole, seem
highly disturbed by the fact that
the "students have no power",
yet they refuse to investigate
alternative avenues to
acquisition of this power.
Rather than attempting to view
actions of the administration in
a calmer, more realistic light,
they go merrily on their way
casting verbal insinuating
slams at whomever crosses
their path. If someone dares to
disagree they are "intellectual
virgins". There is a definite
refusal to compromise. For
some reason, compromise is
viewed as selling one's souul for
30 pieces of silver.

Senators and executive officers,
who are living in their
personally contrived world of
metaphors and similes step
down and allow those who can
represent the students, to do so.

As far as I am concerned, I
concede that I have lost touch,
not so much with the Student
Body, with with my Senate
colleagues. My concerns lie
with the status of the student on
this campus. I hope that in the
not too distant future the
students realize that they are no
better than serfs controlled by
the educated lords of this
college. Once they have
achieved this awareness,
apathy will begin to disappear
and the purpose of the Student
Senate will be more clearly
This Student Senate of Fall defined. In the meantime, I see
Quarter, 1971 is guilty of the only futility in affiliation with
worst political offense - it is the Student Senate.
either consciously or
I therefore submit my formal
unconsciously, neglecting the
pulse and feeling of the student resignation from the Moorhead
body. The hard, cruel fact is State College Student Senate
that, at best, the student body is and honestly hope that the
moderate. Someone once said senators will receive direction
that if we were to do what the from its leaders and that there
SB wanted, we would regress will be political diversity in this
five years. Yet, at the same body to represent the students
time, how can we represent the and not personality conflicts
student body and act in their r e p r e s e n t i n g t h e s e n a t o r s
best interest if we are unaware themselves. — Sincerely, Keith
of anything more than the fact Paulson. .
that they exist?

Our executive leadership,
though well-read and highly
intelligent, has failed to be a
source of inspiration to either
the Student Senate or the
Student Body. They have not
only isolated themselves from
the administration and faculty,
Therefore, I submit that in the
but also from the students.
There are 5,000 students on this best interest of the Student
campus, yet how many are Senate and the Student Body, all

freeze halts
raising admission
Moorhead State College
rne activity budget
s t u d e n t s h a v e P r e s i d e n t committee and the Student
Richard Nixon to thank for MSC Senate had recommended such
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62.50
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Organic popcorn, still on the
cob, hangs in the squash room
at Tochi.

Will and Naomi like to talk,
and usually have the time.

One customer putting Italian tomatoes on the scale.

interest grows for pure food
By RICHARD CLERKE
Recently many people have
been starting to get turned on to
what most think is a new
innovation called organic foods.
Eating organic foods isn't a
novelty that evolved out of this
generation but Will and Naomi
Hoglung, the 24-year-old owners
of Tochi's Products at 303
Roberts Street, Fargo, can
attest to the fact that the
interest in "pure" food is on the
upswing.
"Earth" is what Tochi means
in Japanese and Tochi's
Products has a wide variety of
nuts, grains, spices and produce
that has never been tampered
with other than by the hands of
nature.
Everything from popcorn on
the cob to green peppers that
you can pick from the plant
right in the store is on hand.

ADVOCATE photos by Jeff Carter

"They might not look pretty",
said Naomi, "but it's good
food."
Hie Hoglunds enjoy rapping
with the various types of people
who venture into their store
about the advantages of organic
foods over commercial foods
that have been ruined with
chemicals. Any customer who
comes into the store might find
himself drinking a cup of rose
hip tea that Will had just
brewed and listening to his wife
talk about why their sea salt which is taken from distilled sea
water - is better for the body
than any commercially
manufactured salt.

Samples «f rase hip tea, soybeans and saaf lower seeds for
those who haven't tried "

In addition to the actual food,
Tochi's has "food for the head".
In the back of the modestly
decoratedstoreis anunassuming
table full of books on health and
organic foods.
Tochi's is open Monday and
Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 9
p.m. and Tuesday, Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday from 10:30
to 6 but take your own bag or
container when you go as the
Hoglunds are also interested in
"saving trees".

The books are about organic cooking.

Measaring brawn rice lata the asaal container, a paper sack.
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Timothy X
Who does a student senator
represent?
Is he spokesman for the black
segment of the student
population?
Must he be a mouth piece for
his department?
Does a woman have to
promote womens liberation ...
or sororities7
Does a student senate ever
represent a true picture of the
student body?
After a number of
resignations (six) and some
harsh criticism by candidates
hoping to fill the open Senate
positions, three students were
appointed to the Senate.

To him, that means power ...
greater student power.
"What we have now is
compromise for real student
power," he says.
There must be greater
student participation. Studentfaculty committees are a step in
the right direction, he allows.
X has been on the Special
Events Committee of the
Student Union Programming
Board and on an ad hoc
committee of the Student
Senate to investigate racism at
MSC.
• He is a member of the
new Constitution Committee.

The personality clashes the
Senate was accused of Monday
are a natural problem when any
group of people gets together,
says X.
They are not insurmountable
problems, he said, the senators
can work toward dealing with
them.
Because he is black X
believes he is in a position to
view racial problems.
X said he would not hesitate
to bring them to the attention of
the Senate.
X's term of office runs until
the end of the quarter. He plans
to run for re-election.

—

Each new senator promised
the Senate action, broader
representation
and
involvement.
Timothy X a junior speechtheater major is an appointee.
He campaigned for the
- speech-theater post last spring
but lost.
He was picked as an at-large
* senator Monday.
Timothy X sees himself as a
STUDENT Senator. Student is
emphasized because X hopes to
be a voice of the students.
He campaigned last spring
saying the Senate must, "Take
a positive step."

Darby Arntson
Personal rather than political
problems seem to be causing
the rift in the Student Senate
says Darby Arntson, a senior
majoring in speech, rhetoric,
public address and English and
the newest at-large Senator to
join the ranks of the turbulant
Student Senate.
Miss Arntson says each
Senator must remember its the
- _ idea that comes under attack,
not the person presenting the
idea.
. - The first impression of her
initial role in the Senate left her
discouraged because there
seemed to be no organization.
She also confessed to being a bit
scared.
But she was brave enough to
present a measure which the
Senate passed, on the
investigation of election
. - procedures. The measure called
for a study of elections in which
departmental senators would be
- voted on by members of that
department only. This way
more students would know the
person who is representing
them.

s

Rampaging women's
liberation slogans aren't likely
from Miss Arntson who said she
thinks of hersellf as a person
before she thinks of herself as
one who must fill a woman's
role.
Hie idea that her opinions are
good from a woman's point of
view does agree with her
however, She says women's
opinions are no different

Left: Renee Wald, Timothy X, and Darby Arntson.

because they are women's
opinions. Women are not for
show, she adds, and has plans of
becoming an active and
effective senator.
Miss Arntson is a student
adviser for the Speech-Theater
and English Departments, on
the debate team, president of
the MSC chapter of Pi Kappa
Delta (a national honorary
fraternity for forensics), and a
member of the Constitution
Committee and Student Union
committee

Renee Wald
The other feminine addition to
the predominately male Senate
is Renee Wald, a senior also
majoring in speech, rhetoric
and public address, from Thief
River Falls, Minn. Miss Wald
says it's "about time" more
women were on the Senate.
She believes all women on
campus need to be heard. They
present another kind of opinion
that is necessary for a good
reflection of what the whole
student body wants.
At her first meeting Miss
Wald was frustrated because
actions were stifled because of
hostilities between senators.
Like Miss Arntson, she says
there is a need for greater
organization. Senators seemed
to be "afraid of what others
were going to say and think."

Miss Wald was hesitant about
her position at first but she
knew she wanted to try because
of all the things she saw that
could be done. She thought there
should be some new reactions
and new voices on the Senate.
Basically, Miss Wald says
there are no varying views
between the sexes even though
they look at things from a
different viewpoint at times. It
all boils down to a basic
concern. As a senator she won't
take a stand for a so-called
"women's side".
Miss Wald is National Spur
vice-president. She has
participated in Reader's
Theater, oral interpretation,
forensics, and Varsity Choir.
She was also in charge of
Wander In and Discover for
freshman week.
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women's phy ed has new quarters in Nemzek
—

REGISTERED

Keepsake
DIAMOND

R I N G S

A nearly one-and-a-half
million dollar addition to
Nemzek Hall has just been
completed which features such
diverse facilities as an olympicsized swimming pool with
underwater viewing window
and a glass-walled dance and
ballet studio.
Serving primarily as the new
home for the MSC women's
health and physical education
department formerly housed in
Flora Frick Hall, the two-story
addition also includes locker

CONTEMPORARY
BANNERS
CARDS, ETC.
Stop In and See Us
POLYNESIA $ 3 7 5

ALSO TO 4 5 0

WEDDING RING 3 9 7 5

Keepsake guarantees perfec
tion, trade-in va ue and protec
tion against los . You can pay
more but you Cci t buy a finer
diamond ring.

fiurley's
622 - 2nd. A v e . N o .
Fargo

rooms, three classrooms, ten
offices for the phy-ed staff and a
gymnasium with a full sized
basketball court.
The gymnasium itself can be
divided into a variety of
dimensions and thereby give
maximum utilization for indoor
sports activities: one full-sized
and two smaller basketball
courts, as well as two tennis,
four volleyball or six badminton
courts.
Twice the size of the one in
Flora Frick, the new swimming
pool has already attracted
considerable attention for its
aluminum construction, no-slip
rubber flooring and underwater
window where spectators may
view swimming activities.
In addition to the Nemzek
addition itself, funds were also
appropriated to provide the
main building with a classroom,
a completely padded wrestling
room, new fieldhouse bleachers
and air conditoning for
classrooms and offices.
Now that women's phy-ed
facilities have moved to their
new location, what's going to

happen to Flora Frick Hall?
Current plans call for continued
use of the older pool for free
student
swimming,

establishment of a computer
center, two or three classrooms
and enclosure of the driveway
tunnel to make a connecting
lobby to MacLean Hall.
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"ADVENTURES IN HYPNOSIS
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T ues. - Sat. — The Gaye Warren Trio
Entertainment from 9 p.m.
Sunday Smorgasboard 11:30-8 p.m.
HY. 75 NO. MOORHEAD
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ADVOCATE photo

by Jeff Carter'1

A burst of bubbles trails a beginning swimmer as he jumps into
the new pool in the Nemzek addition.
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Book
Store
Come in and look over
our new poster corner
which includes movie,
blacklight, travel,
banner and astroposters.

+ FREE COKE
+ DRAWING FOR TEN
THEATRE PASSES
+ SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
WITH COLLEGE ID

Watch for the large
variety of record
albums we'll have
starting next week.

+ FREE ALBUM WITH
$10.00 PURCHASE
+ LIVE FOLK GROUP

OCTOBER 13th

Concept

"

Located At
Holiday Mall
Shopping Center
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA
208 Broadway
701-293-6870

233-0352

ex-convicts
present drama
"The Cage", a play written,
acted and produced by former
prison inmates, will highlight
Penology Days, a program on
prisons and prison reform Oct.
11-13.
Performance of "The Cage"
will be at the Student Union
Ballroom at 8:00 p.m. on
Wednesday. An open-end
confrontation between actors
and audience will follow The
performance.
Members of the C.age
Production Company will be at
classes and seminars
Wednesday to discuss prison
life, events that led them to
prison and their present life.
Penology Days will include a
program on panel discussions
and seminars in the Student
Union and in classes on Monday
and Tuesday.
Norman Thomas from St.
Cloud State Penitentiary afid
Dr. Swaran Sandhu, chairmanof the Sociology Department at
Moorhead State College will be
among the speakers.
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student-faculty committees are formed
. Recent action by the Student
Senate (SS) and Faculty Senate
Largely determined the make
up of this school year's studentfaculty committees, bodies
which have a major voice on
this campus in determining
many administrative and
academic policies.
Appointments to these bodies
are made by Dr. Roland Dille,
MSC president, but he usually
follows recommendations made
by the Student Senate on
student members and the
"President's Advisory Council
and Faculty Senate on faculty
members.
" Changes in this year's
committee list, approved by the
Faculty Senate, include:
dropping a committee on
publications, since MSC now
has its own Printing Office, and
the all-faculty House
Committee; adding three new
committees: Long-Range
Planning, Continuing Education
and Community Services and
Environment, Health and
Safety.
Following is a nearlycomplete list of the committee
members nominated and
'expected to be approved
persons you should see if you
have suggestions for changes or
Complaints in these specific
areas (hometowns of students
are Minnesota unless
designated otherwise):

Swaran Sandhu, sociology; Dr. James
Shaw, chemistry; Dr. Benjamin
McCashland, dean of Graduate Studies
CONVOCATIONS AND PERFORMING
ARTS — Six students yet to be named; Dr
Del mar Hansen, speech-theater; Gerald
Ippolito, english; Donald Jensen, director
of Student Union; Dr. Donald Key, music;
John McCune, assistant to the president;
Dr. Lysle Meyer, history; Miss Johanna
Neuer, foreign language; P. Richard
Szeitz, art.
STUDENT ACADEMIC APPEALS —
Les Liligren, Anoka junior; William
Siders, Dilworth freshman; Dr. Jack
Baratto, foreign language; Leonard
Bergquist, education; Michael Kelly,
speech; Dr. Milton Legg, mathematics;
Wesley Monson, business; Mrs. Harriet
Powers, assistant registrar.
TEACHER EDUCATION — Dennis
Steussy, Foxhome sophomore; Wendie
Ogren, Moorhead junior; Miss Alice
Bartels, music; Dr. Herbert Abraham,
education; Gary Deatsman,
mathematics; Don Engberg, registrar;
Mrs. Sheila Gullickson, english; Dr.
Gerhard Haukebo, education; John
Holland, art; Dr. Spencer Meeks,
chemistry; Dr. Jack Neufeld, education;
Nicholas Neustaedter, foreign language;
Dr. Charles Sloan, education; Dr. Glaydon
Robbins, dean of Professional Studies
COUNCIL OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS —
Paul Ottinger, Jamestown, N.D., junior;
Steve Hunter, Deerfield, III., freshman;
Dr. Howard Lysne, business; Arden Berg,
coll eg e business manager; Larry
Foreman, speech; Mrs. Bella Kranz,
education; Dr. Charles Magel, philosophy;
Dr. Dennis Mathiason, chemistry; Lee
Nordrum, director of Audio-Visual Center;
Dr. Charles Simmons, dean of Social and
Behavioral Sciences; Dr. John Trainor,
economics; Earl Herring, dean of

Miss Evelyn Swenson, library science; Dr.
Otto Ursin, industrial arts.
GENERAL STUDIES — Mark E.
Johnson, Hibbing sophomore; Rhonda
Hoie, Shelly sophomore, Jody Girvin,
Little FalIs freshman, Dr. Rudolph ChangYit, psychology; Harold Dronen, business;
Don Engberg, registrar; Dr. John Gibbs,
humanities; Dr. Genevieve King, biology;
Dr. Nicholas Kowanko, chemistry; Mrs.
Sylvia Kruger, humanities; John McCune,
assistant to the president; Nelson Whyatt,
history.
LIBRARY — Catherine Schmit, Tenney
freshman; Rhonda Hoie, Shelly
sophomore; Senator Greg Schrer, Edina
junior; Dieter Berninger, history; Dr.
Evelyn Grovom, business; Dr. James
Hamburg, geography; Miss Ruth Hanson,
off-campus teaching supervisor; Dr.
Arnold Johanson, philosophy; Dr. Richard
Pemble, biology; Daniel Popp, foreign
language; Dr. Charles Simmons, dean of
Social and Behavioral Sciences; Arne
Teigland, speech; Bernard Gill, librarian.
CONTINUING EDUCATION AND
COMMUNITY SERVICE — Two students
yet to be named; Dr. John Jenkins,
associate dean of Administrative Affairs;
Dr. Alan MacDonald, business; Dr.
Eugene Phillips, economics; Dr. Margaret
Reed, social work; Dr. Charles Simmons,
dean of Social and Behavioral Sciences;
Dr. James Wertz, physics; Dr. William
Gingold, education.
GRADUATE STUDIES — Barb
Staebler, Donnelly graduate stuaent; Dick
Skramstad, Fergus Falls graduate
student; Dr. William Bunch, music; Dr. V.
Dennis Flood, english; Dr. Evelyn Larson,
business; Dr. Milton Legg, mathematics;
Dr. Ronald Litherland, education
counselor; Dr. Lysle Meyer, history; Dr.
Deane Nelson, director of Counseling
Services; Dr. Jesse Parsons, biology; Dr.

^
AL

LONG RANGE PLANNING
COMMISSION — Dr. Dille; Dr. Robert
Hanson, dean of Academic Affairs; Earl
Herring, dean of Administrative Affairs;
Dr. Robert MacLeod, dean of Student
Personnel Services; Dr. Bradley Bremer,
psychology; Dr. Lawrence Falk,
sociology; Dr. Clarence Glasrud, english;
Dr. Martin Holoien, computer center;
Karen Kivi, library; Dr. James Wray,
physics; and three students yet to be
named.
COUNCIL ON CURRICULUM AND
INSTRUCTION — Senator Tom
Ehrenberg, St. Louis Park senior; Joel
Brodd, Hutchinson junior; Sandy
McDonald, Lockhart junior; Tim
Ma&igan, Washington, Pa., senior;
Timothy Choy, speech; Robert Cox,
business; Dr. Fred Fetrow, english; Loel
Frederickson, physical education; Dr. Lee
Grugel, history; Dr. Gerhard Haukebo,
education; Dr. Margaret Reed, social
work; Dr. Derald Rothmann,
mathematics; Dr. Eleanor Ritchie,
geography; Dr. G. Theodore Schaum,
foreign language; Dr. Robert Tolbert,
biology; Dr. Robert Hanson, dean of
Academic Affairs.
ADMISSION AND RETENTIONS —
Wendie Ogren, Moorhead junior; Senator
Mark McVann, Duluth senior; Dr. Thomas
Collins, biology; Mrs. Patricia Geston,
english; Wendell Gorum, minority group
studies; Murray Kranz, history; Dr. Bill
Ritchie, mathematics; Floyd Brown,
director of Admissions.
FI FTH YEAR — Two Sth-year students
yet to be named; Dr. Werner Brand,
director of Placement Office; Vincent
DiPasquale, education; Dorothy Dodds,
education; Dr. Allen Erickson, education;
Dr. Joseph Miller, english; Dr. Glaydon
Robbins, dean of Professional Studies;

•

+ Free makeup

Administrative Affairs.
COUNCIL ON STUDENT AFFAIRS —
Dennis Steussy, Foxhome sophomore,
Randy Archer, Rochester freshman; Greg
Smogard, Granite Falls senior; Mark A.
Johnson, Hendricks sophomore; Les
Liligren, Anoka junior; Jim Burfeind,
Rochester freshman; Mark Nemzek,
Minneapolis freshman; Dan Davis, Lake
Park sophomore; Mark Chekola,
philosophy; Harold Dronen, business;
David Gingrich, psychology; Ted Larson,
speech; Charles Martin, pre-engineering;
Dr Mary Pryor, english; Dr. Robert
MaClc-od, dean of Student Personnel
Services, John Youngquist, art.
PARKING COMMITTEE — Bruce
Anderson, Argyle sophomore; Dale
Mably, Edina junior; Denise Zurn,
Moorhead freshman,- Mark Nemzek,
Minneapolis freshman; Dr. Charles
Fortney, sociology; Duane Grier, director
of physical plant; Les Johnson, assistant
to administrative dean; Emil Kochis,
physics; Miss Mary Montgomery,
women's Phy. Ed.; Roger Richman,
geography; Fike Zahroon, mathematics
PLANT AND DEVELOPMENT —
Bruce Anderson, Argyle sophomore; Mike
Pribula, Alvarado special student; John
Addicott, speech; Bernard Gill, librarian;
Mrs. Wilva Hanson, Campus School; Dr
John Jenkins, associate dean of
Administrative Affairs; Phillip Mousseau,

art; Dr. Victor Peters, history; Dr.
Glaydon Robbins, dean of Professional
Studies; P. Richard Szeitz, art; Earl
Herring, dean of Administrative Affairs.
ATHLETICS — Dave Martin, Pelican
Rapids freshman; Debra Olson, Halstad
sophomore; Keith Paulson, Sauk Centre
junior; Dr. Marlowe Wegner, industrial
arts; Daniel Knighton, economics; Donald
Kohns, business; Miss Margaret Moore,
women's Phy. Ed., Dr. Jesse Parsons,
biology; Dr. Charles Sloan, education, Dr.
T. Edison Smith, health education
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS — Sue
Bartelt, Detroit Lakes sophomore; Mark
A Johnson, Hendricks sophomore; Roger
Weers, Clara City sophomore, Debra
Olson, Halstad sophomore; William
Baumann, counselor; Mrs. Eileen Hume,

...Continued on Page 12

BUD'S
ROLLER RINK

233-2494
Junction Hwy. 10 & 75

Now Showing—Ends Tuesday
7:15 - 9:30 Sat. Matinee at 2:00
Sunday Matinees at 1:00 & 3:00

Once you see

BILLY
JACK

lessons

+ Modeling School

you II not forget them.

+ Beauty Salon

'STUDIOS
206

BROADWAY
FARGO

+ Wigs and Wig Service
+

M e r l e
Cosmetics

"A violent man and
a gentle woman
who made
the mistake of
trying to
care for other
people.

N o r m a n

232-2503

^liVRJK
NO AT IQHUt ST .

NOW:

GP

^EVE. 7:15 - 9:20

55TB®2LSAT. - SUN. FROM 1:15

CINEMA

237-0022
70 - -

1 mile south of 1-94 on U.S. 81

Just another night of...

TERROR

"OUTRAGEOUSLY KINKY
MASTERPIECE. GO!"
—Andy Warhol

"BODY TO BODY IS THE
NAME OF THE GAME."
—WCBS-Radio

METR0C0L0R

MGM

"I HAVE TO
RECOMMEND IT."
—ABC-TV

Take
someone
who excites you
to see

*eliel&asli Quartet
with . . .

Amy Louise
6-8 p.m., MON. - FRI.

u

Vincent Canby of the
New York Times says,

COLOR

Fruitily beautiful movie!"
NOW SHOWING!
1:15-3:15-5:15-5:17-9:15
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athletic director finds job demanding
This man was not a candidate
for the position in the spring of
'71 and now that he holds the
title of Athletic Director, he is
finding it very trying to find
time to get things done.
Dr. T. Edison Smith, a 1940
graduate of Moorhead State

DR. SMITH

College, was the clear cut
choice of the selection
committee last spring to
replace Larry MacLeod, who
resigned in May.
Now four months after being
installed, Smith admits that to
get things done now is all a
matter of time.
"I wish we had more help,"
he exclaimed, "We are just
under staffed and have too
much to do. You get so you end
up doing many things you
wouldn't like to."
The position of athletic
director is a full-time job. Smith
also teaches three-fourths of the
time, leaving little time to
spend with his family, he
admits.
But he feels he is blessed with
the fortune to have an excellent
coaching staff and good
program to work with at MSC.
"A lot of the coaches put in
more time than some people
realize," Smith said, "Their
treatment of the athletes is on a
gentlemanly plane and takes on
a father-son relationship."
Smith had high praise for
MacLeod who still remains on
the physical education faculty.
"Macleod was the ideal

athletic director,'' he pointed
out,
"It is hard to follow a
man such as he is. It makes it
hard to do a good job when you
have to follow someone as good
as he was."
One problem Smith has had to
face this year is the athletic
budget cut from last year. TTiis
year's 1971-72 budget is six per
cent lower than last year's
figure of $45,500, allocated from
student activity fees.
This year's budget broken
down looks like this: general
fund, 5,716; football, 12,817;
basketball, 8,806; track and
field anc cross country, 4,931;
baseball, 4,338; gymnastics,
296; wrestling, 4,831; sports
information, 1,085; golf, 1,380;
and tennis, 986.
These budget figures include
expenses for traveling, eating
on the road and room and board
while away at meets or game.s
Smith predicts that with the
finances now available they will
stay with the sports already in
progress.
Smith does emphasize that
there is a much more demand in
players this year for varisty
sports than last year, but with
the lower budget, expansion is

•
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ACTION

The Dragons have a fine
investment for the future in Dan
Woodbury, senior quarterback
from White Bear Lake, Minn.
Woodbury showed Saturday
that his fine passing game will
compliment the running game
to make MSC a potential winner
in the NIC.
Woodbury complimented the
work of the offensive line, "I
really had good pass protection,
yeah, the line did a really great
job of blocking."
Woodbury had no problem in
reading the defense of Bemidji,
since they always were in a set
defense. "I didn't have to call
any audubles at all."
Woodbury has a good crop of
receivers to throw to. One of
those is Rick Manke. At 5'7" he
does not present the easiest
target in the world. Yet
Woodbury finds no problem in
throwing to him. "That Manke
doesn't drop a thing," said
Woodbury. "It is no problem to
throw to him since I throw
pretty low myself."
The touchdown by Bemidji
State last Saturday was the first
touchdown scored through the
air against the Dragons this
year. It was a pass that was
thrown between the two
cornerbacks on a zone defense.
The touchdown was also the
first points against the Dragons
in 10 quarters. The Dragons
scoreless string of nine quarters
included two against Bemidji,
four with Winona State and
three against MinnesotaDuluth.
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By Jim Bart

H

the idea of organizing the exlettermen who have graduated.
Smith hopes to possibly get new
revenue through their
contributions.
The hot issue on campus now
is the 50 cent admission that
may be charged at games
starting this year.
Smith sees the possibility of
an experiemental basis for two
football home games
remaining.
He has mixed emotions when
it comes to the idea of charging
students.
"I feel that I would like to see"
what the reaction of th"e
students is first before carrying
through with such a ruling."
"As it is now the football and
other sports activities are part
of the school and that is the way
it should be. They should not be
seperate."
"I would be in favor of a
charged admission only if the
students would approve." Smith served briefly as
athletic director during the
1956-57 academic year and also
was chairman of the Health,
Physical Education and
Recreation Department for h
period.

,

REVERSE

"We could sure use alot of help this year, but it looks like we
won't get it."
Ross Fortier, Moorhead State College football coach, was
seriously considering the idea of finishing on top of the Northern
Intercollegiate Conference this season when he made this
statement.
"If we win it will have to be on our own." Fortier feels that none
of the lower teams are going to knock off the top contenders this
year.
This is very evident last year when Winona, Bemidji and
Southwest States were 0-9 combined against the top three teams.
Southwest came the closest last year when they lost to St. Cloud
State, 14-7.
So far this year the theory is holding true to form. The bottom
three teams this year have yet to win a game in five tries.
The game to watch this week will be St. Cloud State at Michigan
Tech. Tech squeaked out a 26-22 win over the Huskies last year.

out of the question. "Our ideas
outweigh our finances," he
stresses.
He also pointed out that there
is a growth in the intramural
program as well. At present
there are 55 teams in
intramural football, including
men and women. The problem
has been where to play.
"We are trying to keep as
many people interested as
possible and keep them happy,"
he stressed. "We feel that
sports benefits the children
more than anyone. They learn
about sportsmanship and alot
othat goes with it that you
couldn't learn in a class room or
elsewhere." In the last
statement Smith was referring
to the varsity competition that
children in some schools are
now missing because of
economic situation and cutting
off of athletics.
One way in which MSC
athletic department is trying to
solve the economic squeeze is
through the help of the Century
Club which is comprised of
person who donate $100 each
year for the betterment of MSC
sports.
Smith has been toying over

-
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What a way to play football! The casualness of the Autumn day seems to have gotten the best of Kelly
Mac enters Saturday's game
with Kearney State with the Moldenauer. Kelly plays for the PurcleK's co-ed flash football team.
identical 2-1-1 record they had
last year when they played the
Antelopes. Only difference this
year is that Kearney State is not
ranked in the top ten in the
NAIA poll. Last year the
Antelopes were ranked eighth
going into the game with the
It will be an entirely different depth it needs to fill the vacant
Dragons.
with shoulder injuries."
ball game Saturday for holes.
Fortier again praised both the
Moorhead State College when
Dan Woodbury, sophomore offense and defensive units,
ur. i. poison Smith, athletic they travel to Kearney, Neb.,
from White Bear Lake, Minn, naming off virtually everyone
director and golf coach, is for a non-conference game.
will start at quarterback in who played.
looking forward to what he calls
Kearney, centrally located in
the greatest potential team he the middle of Nebraska, is in the place of Karl Oelker, senior
"But we did let down in the
has had at Moorhead State heart of football country with from St. Paul, Minn., who is s e c o n d h a l f , " F o r t i e r
nursing a muscle ailment in his
College.
the No. 1 team in the nation throwing arm. He re-injured the commented. "We were too
Smith has about 20 golfers out within the same state.
conservative with a good lead in
shoulder against Bemidji.
this fall playing 72 holes for
the first half."
Dragon coach Ross Fortier
Another
likely
starter
is
Dave
qualifying to make the team holds Kearney with high
"All in all it was a real team
next spring. Smith spends four esteem, "They are physically Holmberg, junior runningback victory."
or five days a week out with the strongest and biggest team from Pillager, Minn., who ran
DRAGON FIRE: Dave
for 150 yards against Bemidji Bruggeman,
them.
j u n i o*r
we will face all season."
State.
He
may
get
the
nod
over
He says this fall's group has
"It will take a superior George Spanish, sophomore runningback from Moorhead, "
the greatest depth in quality performance to win down
leads the Dragons in rushing
back from Hibbing, Minn., who over four games with 430 yards
and quanity he has ever had. there."
also
has
a
muscle
bruise.
Smith has been MSC golf coach
on 85 attempts. George Spanish
Kearney has a 3-1 record with
Steve Hoium, sophomore is second with 308 yards on 47
since 1956. He has turned out 15 wins over Colorado Mines, 26-0,
golf pros, including the three Fort Hays, 40-21, and Chadron from Moorhead, filled in for carries. Holmberg has 207
golf coaches at Moorhead High, State, 7-3. Their only loss came Craig Haukedahl, sophomore yards on 35 rushes.
Fargo's South and North High. at the hands of Eastern from Detroit Lakes, Minn., at
Spanish is still the top scorer
cornerback in the fourth
Smith has already had Montana, 27-14.
quarter against the Beavers, on the team with 30 points on
numerous calls from
Last season MSC defeated the when Haukedahl was overcome five touchdowns.
businessmen and other persons p r e v i o u s l y u n b e a t e n a n d by dizziness from a tackle.
In defensive statistics Johry
in the area about the possibility n a t i o n a l l y - r a n k e d ( 8 t h )
"It is depth like this that Pyle, sophomore linebacker
of reserved seats for basketball Antelopes, 24-22.
makes championship teams," from Crookston, Minn., leads
games this season.
"They did not expect to lose to F o r t i e r e x p l a i n e d . " W i t h with 223 points. Mark Bublitz,Smith has stated that no other us last fall," said Fortier, Woodbury in there, it adds a j u n i o r c o r n e r b a c k f r o m
reserved seats will be sold this "They will be waiting for us on new dimension to our attack." Hutchinson, Minn., is second
year other than those purchased Saturday."
"That was our trouble last with 196 points and Tom
by the Century Club members,
Fortier has been plagued by year," Fortier continued, "We Brenny, sophomore linebacker
who pay $100 a year for the some minor injuries this past had both Woodbury and Oelker from Holdingford, Minn., with
athletic department.
week, but feels his team has the out at the same time last year 195 points.

Dragons prepare defense
for rugged Kearney offense
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Dragons top
NIC statistics

women
do well

After his fine performance
against Bemidji State, Dan
Woodbury, sophomore
quarterback from White Bear
Lake, Minn., is second in
passing statistics with 12
completions on 21 attempts for
185 yards. His percentage of .571
is tops for quarterbacks in the
NIC. He has yet to throw an
interception in conference
action.
In receiving Rick Manke,
sophomore flanker from
Marshall, Minn., is second with
six receptions for 83 yards. He
leads the conference in average
with 13.8 yards per reception.
Steve Hoium, sophomore
from Moorhead, leads the
conference in punt returns with
an average of 16.2 on five
runbacks.
In conference games this
week Bemidji State uavels to
Morris, St. Cloud State is at
Houghton, Mich, for a game
with Michigan Tech and Winona
State plays at Marshall against
Southwest State.

no scoring punch
Winona State has not scored
in four games this season. They
have lost to Wis. State (La
Crosse), 56-0; Wis. State
(Milwaukee), 25-0; MSC, 34-0;
and Minnesota-Morris, 17-0.

Moorhead State College
hosted the women's proposed
Minn-Kota Conference golf
meet at Moorhead Country Club
and a Concordia student
finished one stroke ahead of a
student from North Dakota
State University.
Denys Hanto fired a 9-hole
round of 46 to edge out Betsy
Helter of NDSU. Ann Keithlann
of Concordia and Mary Nelson
of NDSU tied at 48 in the
championship flight.
MSC's Debby Jacobson won
the second flight with a 53. Mary
Kay Haulsey was third in the
fourth flight with a 74. No team
scores were kept.
In two other meets held last
week at NDSU and University
of North Dakota, Margo
Schaefer won the first flight at
NDSU and won the fourth flight
at UND. Lynn Skogstad finished
second to Miss Schaefer at
NDSU. Barb Billiet won the
third flight at UND. Debby
Jacobson won the fifth flight at
NDSU and Joyce Wennaas was
second in that flight.
In intercollegiate action this
week, MSC's field hockey team
plays at UND Friday. A
volleyball clinic is being held
Saturday for coaches and
officials. Monday will have
Concordia's freshmen field
hockey team playing at MSC at
4:30 p.m. MSC's field hockey
team travels to Bemidji on
Tuesday.

harriers last
Moorhead State College
finished last in a 12-team cross
country meet at Bemidji
Saturday.
Top runner for MSC was Tom
Schlitten, freshman from St.
Paul Hill, with a time of 21:12
for the 3.8 mile course.
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TEAMS
4 vs. 5
1 vs. 3
1 vs. 5
4 vs 6
2 vs. 3
1 VS. 4
3 vs 2
1 ,5.4
2 VS. 3
3 vs. 6
5 vs. 1
3 vs. 2
5 vs. 1
1 vs. 3
6 vs. 2

LEAGUE
D B
D-B
DC
DC
DC
F
F
1-A
l-A
l-B
D-A
D-B
D-B
DC
D-C

DATE
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
T uesday
T uesday
T uesday
T uesday
T uesday
T uesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday

TIME
4 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.
5:10
5:10
. 5:10
4 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.
5:10
5:10
5:10
4 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.

D & J QUICK CLEAN
OPEN SUNDAYS 12-5:30

DRY CLEANER & LAUNDRAMATE
OPEN SATURDAY 8-5:30
WEEKDAYS 8 -10:00
Brookdale Shopping Center, Moorhead

RAUSCH LIQUORS
711 M A I N , M O O R H E A D
233-4900

THE FINEST LIQUORS, CHILLED
WINES AND COLD KEG BEER
IN THE NORTHWEST.

What can you
have in common with
Chester Arthur,
Calvin Coolidge,
James Garfield,
Warren Harding,
Benjamin Harrison,
William McKinley,
Theodore Roosevelt,
and
Franklin Roosevelt?
Two things. All eight men were United States Presidents and
insured by New York Life. We're proud of the fact that almost
half of the country's chief executives in the last hundred years
were New York Life policy owners. In fact, we think there's a con
nection between the two. Merely being insured by us is no guarantee
a man will become President — but it does say something about
his fiscal responsibility. And skill at planning. In fact, aside from
all its practical financial benefits, owning a New York Life policy
could be your first step on the campaign trail.

One giant leap
for mankind in
cfi-fa/UM
is your choice to make when planning your
diamond engagement set. Whether your
choice is traditional or more fashionably
modern we have a fine selection of styles
to pick from.

Today we have a particularly attractive feature for young men. It's
called the Policy Purchase Option. If you are physically qualified
to buy a policy now — as you probably are — we guarantee that
you can buy more life insurance at specified future periods to
age 40 regardless of your health. So, merely by begmning a modest
program while you are young means that you will never have to
worry about becoming uninsurable.
If you are a prospective Presidential candidate, there's another
good reason to consider New York Life. We have offices in all
fifty states. And the District of Columbia!

NORVAL J. LEE

5 So. 4th St.
Moorhead

FIELD UNDERWRITER

ner Main & 8th St.

NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Fargo

Thurs. 12 9 p.m.
10 a.m. 5:30 p.m.

-

in golf meets

TEAM
Record PF PA Overall PF
PA
MOORHEAD STATE
8
2-1-1
2-0-0
62
83
50
Morris
0
3-1-0
29
2-0-0
45
76
Michigan Tech
1-0-0
40
4-0-0
98
42
7
St. Cloud State
1-1-0
42
28
1-3-0
73
55
Bemidji State
0-1-0
8
28
0-4-0
36
116
Winona State
0-2-0
132
0
51
0-4-0
0
Southwest State
0-2-0
165
82
0-5-0
28
7
Results last week: MSC 28, Bemidji State, 8; Minnesota-Morris, 17,
Winona StateO; St. Cloud State 42, Southwest State 0.
It's still early yet, but
-Moorhead State College has
three of the top four rushers in
the Northern Intercollegiate
Conference.
MSC's Dave Bruggeman,
junior, Moorhead ; Dave
Holmberg,
sophomore,
Pillager, Minn.; and George
Spanish, sophomore, Hibbing,
Minn, rank 1-3-4 after two weeks
of NIC action.
Bruggeman, the NIC's
leading groundgainer last year,
is back on top again with 227
yards on 46 carries for an
average of 113 yards per game.
Holmberg has rushed for 186
yards on 29 attempts and
Spanish has gained 166 yards on
20 carries.
*Larry Ras of Michigan Tech
is second in rushing with 102
yards on 23 attempts and leads
the NIC in scoring with 24 points
on four touchdowns all scored in
one game against Southwest
State.
Doug Patnode is tied with Ras
for the scoring race with two
touchdowns each against St.
Cloud and Winona. Patnode is
listed fifth in rushing.
The Dragons are number one
again this week in total offense.
MSC has averaged 303 yards on
the ground and 202 yards
passmg per game. Their total
offense average is 405 yards.
- The Dragons have gained 607
yards on the ground in 116
attempts, while they have
totaled 204 yards through the air
on 14 of 34 passes. The Dragons
total yardage is 811 on 150 total
plays.
On defense the Dragons are
second to Morris having
allowed a total of 344 yards. For
teams that have played two
games, MSC is the leader in
rushing defense allowing only
146 yards. On passing defense
the Dragons have allowed a
total of 198 yards, but lead the
league in interceptions with
five.
Tim Kamholz, senior
cornerback from Madison,
Minn., leads the NIC with three
interceptions including two at
Bemidji.
Other leading Dragons
include Bruggeman who is
second in total offense with an
average of 113 yards. Bemidji's
Gary Dahlberg is on top with an
average of 173 yards per game.

*

fi4 Broadway

308 Professional Building
Fargo, North Dakota
237-431 1
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Kimmel-Amundson composition wins prize
A D V t* T A T
By M
MARY
BIALKE
Two faculty members at MSC
claimed they have put in many
hours the past year working
together on an artistic film and
soundtrack.
Their creativity was
recognized last week at the
Cannes International Film
Festival in France. A silver
medal award went to Walter S.
Kimmel, assistant music
professor at MSC, and Dale
Amundson, assistant professor
of art.
"Although our film and music
can stand by themselves as a
complete art in itself," said
Kimmel,' 'together they
achieve a dimension neither
had before!'He went on to say
although his soundtrack was
made to go with Amundson's
film, both the film and the
music retain their own identity
apart from each other.
In fact, to separate further
their individual works, the
music and the film each had a
different name. Amundson
named the film "Onus I,"
whereas Kimmel named the
soundtrack "General Motors
Enters Into Heaven."
Sharing a similar artistic
outlook, Kimmel and Amundson
agreed they "worked well
together." However, their goal
was to keep both parts of their
creation primary with neither
part being secondary to the
other.
If the soundtrack is
secondary, why "bother with it
at all," said Kimmel.

• • . Continued From Page 9

dean of w o m e n ; Miss Hi Sook Hwang,
foreign language; Dr Robert Pender,
e n g l i s h ; Armand Perez, foreign language;
George Smith, education; J a m e s St. Clair,
anthropology; Dr. Thomas Williams,
counselor; Dr. Hsin Yang Yeh, physics.
STUDENT CONDUCT — Rossie
Johnson, Clearbrook senior; Senator Gail
Ward, Moorhead senior; Senator Tom
Schroeder, St. Louis Park junior; Senator
Mark McVann, Duluth senior; Denise
Zurn, Moorhead f r e s h m a n ; Dr. Monroe
Bartel, biology; Mrs. Marjorie Corner,
english; Delray Dvoracek, foreign
l a n g u a g e ; M i s s Marjorie Sanders, special
education; Mark Vinz, english.
S T U D E N T FINANCIAL AIDS — Greg
Reed, Minneapolis junior, Cynthia Wilson,
Minneapolis junior; Tom Amb, assistant
audio visual director; Allan Holmes, Phy.
Ed.; Chef Lacy, director of Development;
Mike Meirick, admissions counselor;
Thomas Munzenreider, e c o n o m i c s ; David
Anderson, director of Student Financial
Aids; Mrs. Milred Treumann, psychology;
Miss Sylvia Maupins, director of Minority
Student Activities.
S T U D E N T UNION POLICY BOARD —
Senator T o m Ehrenberg, St. Louis Park
senior; Senator Darby Arntson, Moorhead
senior; Senator Renee Wald, Thief River
Falls junior; Barry S a m s t e n , Moorhead
junior; Dennis Steussy, Foxhome
sophomore; Dan Davis, Lake Park
sophomore; Dr. Angela Biaggio,
psychology; William Eagan, history; Dr.
Howard Freeberg, education; Elliott
Garb, director of student housing; Marvin
G e r h a r d s o n , d e a n of m e n ; H a r o l d
Hoghaug, industrial arts; Kenneth
Reuther, a residence hall director; Dr.
D o n a l d S h o r t , e n g l i s h ; Don J e n s e n ,
director of Student Union.
DINING SERVICE — Jean Stewart,
Lake Benton sophomore, commuter
students representative; a representative
from e a c h dormitory to b e s e l e c t e d later;
Mrs. Eileen Hume, dean of w o m a n ; Mrs.
Bella Kranz, education; Lyle Laske, a r t ;
J a m e s Matchie, a r e s i d e n c e hall director;
Mike Pehler, assistant t o t h e dean of
students; John Youngquist, a r t ; Clint
Stacy, director of food s e r v i c e s .
FRESHMAN
8.
TRANSFER
STUDENTS ORIENTATION — John
Shonyo, Rochester junior; Neil Knopf,
Moorhead freshman; Robert Durig,
Minnetonka freshman; Senator Dave
Strauss, Valley City, N.D., junior; Vickie
Bertrand, Carleton junior; Debbie Loeks, Campbell junior; Mrs. Beth Anderson,
education; Floyd Brown, admissions
director; Dr. Marjorie Brunton,

PHOTOGRAPHERS:
Those
interested in working for the
ADVOCATE, there will be a
meeting Friday noon in the
newspaper offices. If you can't
make it then, drop by during the

Free ~:ul
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Silver medal winners at the Cannes Film Festival, Dale Amundson and Walter Kimmel.
"Onus I" and "General
"Onus I" is six and one-half sequences in the film, said
Motors Enters Into Heaven" minutes of continuous forms Amundson. These include a
will be shown at MSC this a n d f i g u r e s w i t h " v i s u a l dancing nude figure, nature
coming winter, said Kimmel. It silences." said Amundson. He landscapes and machinery.
had been shown at the college went on to explain a visual They superimpose together at
last February.
silence is equivalent to sound t h e e n d t o " m a k e a n
A m u n d s o n m e n t i o n e d i t silence. It is a moment of interaction."
would have been shown on b l a c k n e s s o n t h e s c r e e n ,
At that moment Kimmel
C h a n n e l 1 3 , e x c e p t t h e "almost like pulling down the pointed out that Amundson was
producers did not dare televise shades," he said.
limited to battered makeshift
the nude dancing scene in it.
T h e r e a r e t h r e e m a i n equipment to edit his film.
anthropology; John Calvert, political
s c i e n c e ; Marvin Gerhardson, de a n of
m e n ; Mrs. Eileen Hume, dean gf worrien.
COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL
(PUBLIC) RELATIONS — Terry Moan,
Brooklyn Park sophomore; Mike Pribula,
Alvarado special student; Howard
Binford, m a s s communications; Floyd
Brown, admissions director; Marvel
Froemming, mathematics; Roger
Hamilton, m a s s c o m m u n i c a t i o n s ; Dr.
J o h n J e n k i n s , a s s o c i a t e d i r e c t o r of
Administrative Affairs; Chet Lacy,
director of Development; Larry MacLeod,
Phy. Ed.; Tom Lundquist, mass
communications.
RESEARCH COMMITTEE — Two
students yet to be n a m e d ; Dr. Roy Boe,
a r t , Dr. David Cole, psychology; Dr.
Robert Davis, history; Dr. Bernard
Herringman, english; Dr. John Wasson,
education; Dr. Benjamin McCashland,
director of Graduate Studies; Dr. Robert
Weibust, biology.

new bodies
for faculty
rights pushed
The Moorhead State College
Faculty Senate Sept. 29 called
on the standing committee on
the College Constitution and ByLaws to find a method by which
MSC might soon comply with
two requirements of the new
State College Board Rules and
Regulations concerning faculty
rights.

The detailed new rules,
approved June 11, after the
close of spring quarter, require
two new elected bodies of
faculty members to be
established at each of
Minnesota's seven state
colleges. One is an Advisory
Committee on Faculty Rights
and the other is a Faculty
Hearing Committee.
MSC's present college
constitution and committee
structure do not provide any
vehicle for establishing new
committees such as these, Dr.
Davis Scott told the Senate's
opening meeting
A motion was formally passed
turning the problem over to the
four-man Constitution
Committee, asking it to study
the existing MSC Constitution
and try to shape some proposal
for establishing the two new
committees soon.
Members of the Constitution
and By-Laws Committee are:
Donald Anderson, chairman of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation; Dorian Olson,
chairman of the Accounting
Department; Allan Hanna, vice
chairman of the English
Department, and Dr. Scott.

For The BEST
Pizza In Town
A T O M ' S PIZZA
DELIVERY IN MOORHEAD
BOOTH SERVICE

Ph. 233-7597

FREE WASH
WITH "ANY"
GAS PURCHASE
AT THE

Holiday Car Wash
$1.00 MINIMUM

In other action, senators
agreed to meet regularly at 4
p.m. the second and fourth
Wednesdays of each month,
approved a proposal by Dean of
Academic Affairs Dr. Robert
Hanson making it clear MSC
students who successfully pass
examinations
challening
courses on this campus be given
college credit for such courses
only if they clearly have not
received high school or college
credit elsewhere for the same

Amundson replied that
although he saw no virtue in it,
he was glad the contest judges
looked for "art rather than
technical perfection."
"General Motors Enters Into
Heaven" is made up., of
electronic sounds,
said
Kimmel. The soundtrack also
has superimpositions of ticking
clocks, natural sounds and
"electronically
generated
beeps."
Kimmel said they purposely
avoided synchronization of the
music and the film. "For
instance," he went on, "the
clock doesn't always appear on
the film when you hear a
ticking in the soundtrack. And
yet it does appear when you
don't hear anything."
The only synchronization and
unity between "Onus I" and
"General Motors Enters Into
Heaven," was the concept, said
Kimmel. He explained that he
and Amundson were trying to
say the same idea with different
artistic media.
This idea of concept is hope of
man's survival over the
machine, Amundson pointed
out. Therefore, the meeting of
man, nature and the
mechanical world is "not a
clash, but a joyful thing."
However, there is also
"sadness in the Greek sense,"
Kimmel intervened. The ticking
clock, throughout the film is
parallel to "man's ticking away
his life."
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student poll
The student advisers are
concerned with the orinetation
of students who transfer to
Moorhead State but do not get to
take part in Freshman Week.
It is IMPORTANT for all
transfer students to fill in and
return the special questionnaire
sent out by this committee so a
program "an be set up for next
year. Drop off points are
located throughout the campus.

• Registered • Insured
Choose with confidence

NEUBARTH'S
"The City Hall it Just Acrett
Ths Straat"
in MOORHEAD
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Patch pockets front and back, stitched and flared. Great fit
for g u y s and gals. $9.00-$10.00 a pair.
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